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1. The acquis 1 
 
The acquis in this chapter is based on EC Treaty Article 31 (State monopolies of a commercial 
character), Articles 81-85 (rules applicable to undertakings) and  Article 86 (State aid) as well as 
Articles 65-66 of the ECSC Treaty (expired 2002). Control of mergers is governed by EC 
Merger Regulation 4064/89 (amended). Some issues in the area of state aid are covered in other 
chapters (transport, agriculture, fisheries) and Commission Directives concerning liberalisation 
of  energy, transport, telecommunications and IT sectors are addressed under the respective 
chapters. 
 
In assessing whether the candidate countries can comply with the competition acquis and 
withstand the competitive pressure of the internal market, the Commission examines whether 
undertakings in these countries are accustomed to operating in an environment such as that of 
the EC. 
 
 
2. The negotiations 
 
The chapter has been closed with ten countries and remains open with Bulgaria and Romania. 
Transitional arrangements have been agreed for six of the ten. 
 
     Chapter opened: May 1999  
     Status:   Closed December 2002 
     Transitional arrangements: 

�� Phase-out of incompatible fiscal aid for SMEs by the end of 2011  
�� Conversion of incompatible fiscal aid for large companies into regional investment aid; 

the aid will be limited to a maximum of 75% of the eligible investment costs if the 
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1 Information largely drawn from the European Commission, DG Enlargement 
 http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm


company started the investment under the scheme before 1 January 2000, and to 50% if 
the company started the investment after 1 January 2000; in the motor vehicle industry 
the aid is further limited, and set at a level that corresponds to 40% of the maximum aid 
ceiling (e.g., where the above-mentioned regional aid ceiling for other types of 
investment is 75%, the formula gives 40% x 75% = 30%).  

�� Phase-out of incompatible fiscal aid for off-shore companies by the end of 2005  
�� Phase-out of incompatible fiscal aid granted by local authorities by the end of 2007  

 
 
3. Latest Assessment of the European Commission 1 
 
In its 1997 Opinion, the Commission concluded that the progress in approximation of legislation 
was significant in the field of anti-trust and that the skills of and efforts made so far by the 
Hungarian anti-trust authority represented a significant step forward towards credible 
competition law enforcement. In the field of state aid, however, the Commission added that 
more needed to be done to achieve the degree of transparency required. The role and powers of 
the monitoring authority had to be clearly defined to ensure the compatibility with the 
Community rules of the aid granted. Furthermore, the Commission noted that a considerable 
effort would be necessary to fulfil the requirements in the field of state aid over the medium 
term. Close co-operation with the Commission would be necessary in this field. 
 
Since the Opinion, Hungary has made steady progress in adopting anti-trust legislation, 
developing the Office for Economic Competition's administrative capacity and establishing an 
enforcement record. Steady progress has also been made in adopting state aid legislation and 
increasing the transparency of the system, as well as in developing administrative capacity in the 
State Aid Monitoring Office and establishing an enforcement record. Overall, on legislative 
alignment, administrative capacities and enforcement record Hungary is reasonably advanced, 
except in the area of fiscal aid.  
 
Negotiations on this chapter continue. Hungary has not requested any transitional arrangements 
in this area. 
 
In order to complete preparations for membership, Hungary's efforts now need to focus on 
ensuring that it continues to update its alignment as the acquis in this area evolves and, most 
importantly, on continuing to develop a track record of proper application and enforcement of 
both anti-trust and state aid legislation. In particular, Hungary will need to ensure the immediate 
closure of incompatible fiscal aid schemes, as well as the conversion of individual aid benefits 
into aid arrangements that are compatible with the acquis. 
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1 European Commission, Regular Report on Hungary 2002, p.64: 
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